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Place the SMINSPTR into the 960SIDEPTR as shown. 

Use the piece of wood from the packing to place against the product when 

hammering into position so as not to damage the planter.

www.forestgarden.co.uk

For further information

MUST PRE DRILL

Not to scale

PARTS:

BPTLGINS
 (LARGE INSERT) QTY 2

BPT10050BASE
 (BASE) QTY 1

BPTSMINSPTR
 (SMALL INSERT) QTY 2
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REQUIRED TOOLS : 
(NOT SUPPLIED)

POZI DRIVE SCREWDRIVER

SPIRIT LEVEL

TAPE MEASURE

HAMMER

Bamburgh Planter Table 
IMPORTANT, RETAIN FOR FUTURE REFERENCE: READ CAREFULLY.

Check all parts are present prior to assembly.

- Always pre-drill timber to avoid splitting.
- The timber in this product is pressure treated to ensure longevity and protection against rot.
 This may leave a colour variations, but these will even out as the moisture content stabilises.
- Timber is a natural material and will shrink and swell as a result of varying moisture content.
- Keep all plastic bags and parts away from children.

Technical Help line: 0333 7777 089 8:30am - 5.00pm Monday to Friday

 In line with your statutory rights, please check all parts prior to assembly, as assembly of 
damaged parts may be deemed to be acceptance and this may affect the remedies you are 
entitled to. If the product is not constructed in accordance with the instructions, or is altered 
in anyway (e.g. painted), the manufacturer cannot be held liable for any resulting damage.
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BPTLEG  (LEG) Qty 4

BPFASCIA500
 (LEDGE) Qty 2

BPFASCIA1000
 (LONG LEDGE) Qty 2
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Place a leg on either side of one of the large inserts, making sure that the insert's framework is on the inside and to the bottom, and that it is flush with the top of the leg. Fix each leg in place 
using 3 x 40mm screws in the pre drilled holes. Repeat for the other side.

Lay one of the completed sides on the ground and place both of the small inserts into the posts. Secure each in place using 3 x 40mm screws using the pre drilled holes.

Place the remaining side onto this and fix using 6 x 40mm screws. Make sure all edges are flush

Slot the base into the planter so that it rests on the framework of the sides. Secure this in place by screwing from the outside of the two large sides and into the two battens underneath the 
base using 2 x 50mm screws for each side. Make sure you pre drill this first.

Place the ledges onto the planter making sure that the corners all meet and that this is flush and level. The ledges should overhang the the posts by approximately 20mm. Secure each ledge, 
using 4 x 40mm screws in the holes provided.
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